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MODERN LIVING.  
PERFECTLY ENGINEERED.

The way we incorporate windows and  
doors into our homes is changing, as we  
look to improved product performance, energy 
efficiency and sound reduction. System 76  
from Kommerling is a German designed, 
window and door system that’s distributed 
throughout the world. 

 

These European style tilt and turn windows  
offer greater functionality and performance, 
whether you are an architect, building 
professional or homeowner. 
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We can offer a huge range of options to blend in with the external fabric 
of any domestic or commercial building, with sympathetic internal finishes 
regardless of room type, purpose or furnishings. Solid colours and rich 
woodgrains are popular options, alongside the classic white finish, while 
some architects specify our unique aluminium AluClip cladding system.

AluClip Cladding

As well as a number of colored and 

woodgrain options, we can also 

offer an aluminium exterior which 

is available in literally hundreds of 

different colours and this includes our 

new slim sightline Lux variant.

Woodgrains and Colours

With a choice of rich golden oak, 

anthracite grey, or cylon black, there’s 

a durable finish to meet the most 

exacting of projects. It’s also a foiled 

laminate that’s been developed to offer 

unrivalled long-term performance.

Classic White 

White still remains our most  

popular finish, with its elegant  

and clean finish. As a neutral color, 

it can integrate within any type of 

building fabric and finish, both  

inside and out.

DESIGN 
& ARCHITECTURE.
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System 76 is a window and door system 
perfect for any home remodeling or new 
construction project. 

 

FEATURES  
& BENEFITS.

 

Clever 6-chambered design offers incredible levels of energy  

efficiency and sound reduction.

Wide option of colours and woodgrains, along with the innovative  

AluClip cladding.

Suitable for double and triple glazing.

Dedicated profiles for residential entrance doors  

and double/terrace swing doors available.

Multi-point locking secures the window around all four corners  

Similar high standards of locking are offered for opening doors.

 

Premium hardware in terms of handles and hinges 

 

 

Multi-point locking secures the window around all four corners 

of the opening.
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We can offer a wide range of opening options with fixed lights above or to 
the side of any window or door opening, along with large picture windows 
due to the inherent strength of our vinyl windows. Door design options 
include stylish entrance doors and double or terrace swing doors, each 
fully complementing window design and we can also incorporate steel 
reinforcement, for added structural stability.

 
 

 

ARCHITECTS 
& BUILDING PROFESSIONALS.

System 76  
Passivhaus  
Specification.

Tilt and turn window

Residential door

Tilt and turn window 
with fixed light above

Double swing doors

Tilt and turn window with 
fixed lights either side


